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Two lasting legacies of the pandemic



Heightened inequities

• Increased income inequality

• Particular burden on 
women, the young, those in 
non-teleworkable jobs

• Increase in extreme poverty 



Revenue pressures

• For many countries, rapid 
growth/spending reductions 
unlikely to be enough to 
address increased 
vulnerabilities

• And LICs already faced 
daunting prospect of finding an 
additional 15% of GDP to meet 
(a subset of) SDGs 



Inclusive growth: Not so easy

Inclusive

• Progressive taxes – a 
rising average tax with 
income or wealth

• Other dimensions –
gender, generations, 
opportunity

• Note that “tax 
incidence” not always 
straightforward

Growth/efficiency

• Minimize tax 
distortions in 
(Employment, 
Investment/saving, 
Innovation)

• Look first to:

• Corrective taxes

• Rent taxes

Trade offs ultimately inevitable



Making it happen



‘Corrective’ taxes

Carbon pricing
• Also, for local pollution

• Revenue partly used to 
compensation

Excises for externalities 
and self-control 
(‘internalities’)
• Old favorites

• And new issues: health-
related taxes, e-cigarettes



Taxing capital income and/or wealth

• Personal taxes on capital income have been in 
decline, and recurrent wealth taxes have been 
receding—but interest in latter revived
– Notably Senator Warren’s 2% on wealth over $50 million

• They are similar instruments…
– At 10% interest, a 20% income tax is a 4% wealth tax

• …though important differences

• Should we fix capital income taxes before 
introducing new charges on wealth?



Corporate taxation

• A historic moment in 
international tax, with 
openness to ‘destination’ 
taxation and ‘unitary 
’methods

• Signs of tax competition 
easing

• Refocus now on core CIT 
design—including taxing 
‘rents’?



A COVID recovery contribution?

Shared national traumas 
have led to:

• Temporary charges on 
those least 
affected/benefiting:
– Excess profit taxes

– Solidarity charge in 
Germany…

• Perhaps, to changing views 
on progressivity

Source: Klemm and Mauro (2021)



Digitalization 

• Pandemic a spur to wider use digital 
methods in revenue administration

• With evidence that those using them 
more have fared better

• And significant achievements in 
using technology to target support 
payments more effectively

• But challenges too

– Rise of platforms, MNEs with no 
physical presence



And the basics will remain key

• Reshaping the personal 
income tax

• Dealing with high 
income taxpayers

• Strengthening (and 
explaining) the VAT

– Scaling back exemptions

– Restoring and improving 
compliance

Incidence and Cost of VAT Exemptions and Reduced Rates

(In 2011 PP USD and percent of consumption)
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